




The Center for Executive Education (CEE) is a trailblazer for delivering “Outbound Training Services (OTS)” and sets itself 
apart from other training companies. OTS provides a full ecosystem for training our client’s human resources through 
practical orientation provided in a natural setting by using a pragmatic training approach. 

TheThe challenging, fun-filled and applicative outbound programs of CEE, lasting from 01 to 10 days, give the flair and fervor of 
exciting challenges. Such challenges assist trainees to practically enhance leadership abilities, build cross functional teams, 
deal with time and stress management, and decision making abilities. OTS is strategically planned to allow participants to 
experience stimulating situations that enhance immediate transformations in their aptitudes which are then reflected through 
their organization’s culture. This creates a positive impact on participants’ ingenious and innovative capabilities along with 
the overall growth of their organizations.

OurOur training facilitators develop and execute the latest and thrilling team activities through a mix of adventurous tasks such 
as Zip Line, Wire Bridge, Rafting and Rock Climbing that are undertaken in the enchanted terrains of the high clad mountains 
of Manoor Valley, Khaghan Valley, Fairy Meadows, Margalla Hills, Donga Gali, Khanpur Dam, etc. Other learning oriented yet 
fun-filled camp site events include a bonfire, Bar-B-Que, treasure hunts, flag capturing, strategic wars, etc. We believe in 
“Safety First” so that all alfresco activities are performed under the watchful eyes of our certified outbound management 
team.

II am proud to be the part of this dynamic and stupendous working team of outbound professionals and trainers at CEE who 
are imbued with zeal and unstinted flair to develop, organize and conduct energizing outbound programs for our clients. I 
welcome you aboard in joining the best in class outbound experience of CEE by becoming part of this highly innovative 
outbound experience staged in outdoor settings. 



































We have a diversified portfolio of trainings for our 
corporate clients customized to suit their time 
requirements and organizational objectives. Such 
trainings include but are not limited to:



Our Clients





MS Entrepreneurship and SME Management, Government 
College University, Pakistan
Monitoring and Evaluation, Conflict Management, Managing Self 
and People in Wilderness, Critical Thinking and Decision Making 
in Complex Environments  
Advance Certificate on Pedagogy and Research, George Mason 
University, USA
Monitoring and Evaluation for Operational Executives, USAID, Monitoring and Evaluation for Operational Executives, USAID, 
LUMS
Enterprise Development Professional, IDB, Manama, Bahrain
COMFAR Expert for Project Formulation and Appraisal, UNIDO 
Vienna, Austria
7 Years

Daewoo Corporation, Daewoo Corporation, Pepsi Co, Nishat, Novartis, Fast Cables, 
KVS Interior Designs, Gourmet Foods, Auriga Chemicals, Coca 
Cola







As an experienced professional in outdoors, Rahim has worked with 
leading National and Multinational companies in the areas of Leadership, 
Team Building and Outdoors/Adventure. 

He is a ceHe is a certified outdoor professional and instructor in Alpine Skills. As an 
outdoor expert, he has trained number of individuals in camping, trekking 
and mountaineering skills and has undertaken various foreign and 
domestic expeditions on the highest mountains of the Himalayas and the 
Karakorum.

Abdul Abdul Rahim has a rich and diversified work experience of over 20 years 
in the field of outdoors. He strongly believes that wilderness challenges 
have a long lasting transformational impact on employee’s development. 
His wilderness experiences and keen interest in personal excellence help 
him to effectively design and organize leadership and team building 
programs. He also organizes corporate retreats and adventure 
expeditions; helps individuals to discover themselves and develop 
cohesive teams.cohesive teams.

Ghulam Ali has been working in the outdoor field for the last 15 years. He is a 
qualified rock climber and an instructor in winter survival skills, has conducted 
a number of adventure training programs and performed as a judge for various 
rock climbing competitions. Being dynamic in nature, Ghulam Ali’s diverse 
working experience makes him stand out. Previously, he has served and 
facilitated the trainers and assisted them in conducting various developmental 
interventions for a number of National and Multinational companies in 
Pakistan. He is an expePakistan. He is an expert in developing professional training games and 
overseeing the execution aspects of all wilderness based Outbound Programs.






